Conversationality
Contextual dialog flows | Health risk assessment | Clinical decision support | Report explanation

Cost Estimations
Benefits & Cost Estimations (live connectivity ~4000 payors)

Recommendations
Health Insights | Guidelines compliant | Automated Counseling

ExpertConnect
Integrated tele-health | board certified health experts | Intelligent hand-off to experts

Operational Support
Appointments | Scheduling | Onboarding | Reminders | Consenting | Feedback | Proactive notifications to health coaches/providers/admins/members | Integration with EMRs, LIMS | clinical labs | Custom software

HealthGPT
Enterprise owned data with real world evidences | Custom Large Language models

Private instances
For use by clients and their users

Built-in healthcare intelligence
Neurology, Cardiology, Chronic Diseases, Mental Health, Genetics etc.

Custom Data
Automated document processing & insights extraction, Intelligent Curation Workbench

Features

Technology

Compliances & Guidelines based rules engine
NLP

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

NLP

Deep Learning

NLP

Machine Learning

NLP

Machine Learning

HealthFAX™

OptraHEALTH
HealthFAX™ Implementations

- Risk Assessment
- HealthGPT
- AI Videos/ ExpertConnect

- Risk Assessment
- HealthGPT
- AI Videos/ ExpertConnect

- Risk Assessment
- HealthGPT
- Return of Results
- AI Videos/ ExpertConnect
Can you explain my report